
NEWBORN 
GUIDE

When and how to bookWhen and how to book
I would love to get something on the calendar I would love to get something on the calendar 
as soon as you know you want to book with as soon as you know you want to book with 
me! If the baby comes early and we need to me! If the baby comes early and we need to 
move it up, we can be flexible. It’s just great move it up, we can be flexible. It’s just great 
to have a tentative date set! You can book to have a tentative date set! You can book 
online on my website using the newborn tab. online on my website using the newborn tab. 
I would recommend sometime within two I would recommend sometime within two 
weeks of your due date! Just remember we weeks of your due date! Just remember we 
can move it if needed! can move it if needed! 

What to expect What to expect 
I would recommend feeding right I would recommend feeding right 
before the shoot so they are happy before the shoot so they are happy 
and asleep for photos! There’s a good and asleep for photos! There’s a good 
chance we will have to feed them chance we will have to feed them 
during as well to keep them happy. during as well to keep them happy. 
Usually I start with just the baby. Then Usually I start with just the baby. Then 
when they need to be held for a bit, when they need to be held for a bit, 
we do some family photos! If they have we do some family photos! If they have 
an older sibling, doing their photos an older sibling, doing their photos 
when they’re happiest is important as when they’re happiest is important as 
well! Sometimes the shoot will take the well! Sometimes the shoot will take the 
full two hours. Sometimes if we have a full two hours. Sometimes if we have a 

happy baby, we will get done early! happy baby, we will get done early! 
Payment is due at the time of the Payment is due at the time of the 
shoot, and shoot, and II accept Venmo, Check,  accept Venmo, Check, 
Cash or PayPal!Cash or PayPal!

The first year The first year 
Any shoot within your first year is Any shoot within your first year is 
just $100 so feel free to book three just $100 so feel free to book three 
month, six month, nine month and/or month, six month, nine month and/or 
one year all online! one year all online! 



IN-STUDIO 
What to bring/what I provide What to bring/what I provide 
Feel free to bring anything you want to include in photos, but I have baskets, swaddles, Feel free to bring anything you want to include in photos, but I have baskets, swaddles, 
blankets, hats, headbands and signs at my studio! I’m constantly on the lookout for new blankets, hats, headbands and signs at my studio! I’m constantly on the lookout for new 
newborn props. I would suggest bringing things that mean something to your family to newborn props. I would suggest bringing things that mean something to your family to 
make the photos more meaningful! That could mean a stethoscope if you’re a nurse, a make the photos more meaningful! That could mean a stethoscope if you’re a nurse, a 
quilt your grandma made, or Mickey Mouse ears if you love Disney! quilt your grandma made, or Mickey Mouse ears if you love Disney! 

WHERE TO TAKE THEM
There are two popular options, but I’m always There are two popular options, but I’m always 
open to more ideas!open to more ideas!
1. At my in-house studio1. At my in-house studio
2. In your home2. In your home

IN-HOME
What to have/what I provide What to have/what I provide 
Feel free to put out anything you want to Feel free to put out anything you want to 
include in photos, but I will bring a few baskets, include in photos, but I will bring a few baskets, 
swaddles, and blankets. I would suggest swaddles, and blankets. I would suggest 
including things that mean something to your including things that mean something to your 
family to make the photos more meaningful! family to make the photos more meaningful! 

I will look for a room or area with a lot of I will look for a room or area with a lot of 
natural light coming in. That usually means big natural light coming in. That usually means big 
windows or even a glass door!windows or even a glass door!


